Best Of The Best
McLaren’s thrilling 765LT wins 2021’s Supercar Award

72 Winners In This Issue
Dream Machines, Horology, Style and More
aoe, an interior design and architecture studio based in Beijing, has unveiled its new homestay hotel in Guilin in the province of Guangxi, China. As homestays go, this project is far beyond the ordinary; 13 double-storey treehouses make up Guilin Lebei Homestay Hotel, encircled within lush greenery and intertwined by a gentle river that meanders through the property. The hotel is well-connected by multiple bridges that lead to every treehouse in the area. With climbing ladders and slides in each unit to keep children occupied, the already-built hotel is set to redefine luxury sanctuaries for family vacations – although its opening is yet to be determined.
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